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Mondre Energy, Inc.
Energy Strategies That Save Money,
Reduce Emissions
When large-scale users of electricity, oil,
or natural gas want to control their energy
costs, they turn to Philadelphia-based Mondre
Energy, Inc. (MEI). MEI provides a range of
strategies, from energy audits, to procurement, to alternative energy sources, and utility bill reconciliation. The result: hundreds of
millions of dollars saved for school districts,
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municipalities, manufacturers, hospitals, colGSA Schedule Contractor
leges and universities, public transit agencies,
Woman of Distinction, 2010
and others.
— Philadelphia Business Journal
“MEI has the staff, the experience and the
Green Energy Award
skill sets to help our clients meet virtually any
— Penn Future
challenge they might face,
related to energy acquisition, usage and cost,” says
Judith Mondre, founder and
president.
MEI is a leader in energy
conservation and cost-control
strategies for commercial,
industrial, educational, government and nonprofit organizations. For example, MEI
was retained by Upper Darby
Township in Pennsylvania to
develop a strategic energy
plan that would lower the municipality’s energy use, reduce
its carbon footprint, and support green initiatives for job
development and improved
quality of life for Township
residents.
“Not only were we able
to identify opportunities for
significant cost savings for
“By helping clients reduce their
the Township,” Mondre says,
energy costs, we are allowing them
“but we have been able to
to focus more of their resources on
assist the Township in implementing the energy strategies
their core missions.”
that are greatly reducing its
– Judith Mondre, President & Founder
energy costs.”

• Energy Strategic Planning
• Energy Audits & Analysis
• Procurement
• Conservation
• Energy Insight System

A Proven Record
In the 1990s, Judith Mondre served as the
first executive director of Philadelphia’s Energy
Office, overseeing complex energy management
for hundreds of City-owned buildings, as well
as one of the country’s largest airports. During
her tenure, she saved taxpayers $58 million, far
exceeding the City’s expectations. Confident
that she could provide the same benefit to other
public- and private-sector entities, she launched
her company in 1998.
Today, Mondre’s certified woman-owned
small business serves clients nationwide, with
a team of experts whose backgrounds include
mechanical engineering, nuclear engineering,
environmental planning and policy, computer
science, business administration, finance and
law. Many have career experience within the
electric, oil, and natural gas industries, providing a unique understanding of all pieces of the
energy puzzle.
MEI is one of just three firms chosen
nationally as part of the Statewide Evaluation
Team for Pennsylvania Act 129. In that capacity, MEI conducts energy audits on thousands
of commercial and residential buildings, and
evaluates the impact of electric utility rebates
for energy-efficient lighting, appliances and
other equipment. MEI is also part of the team
in a Department of Energy-funded Energy
Innovation Hub project at the Philadelphia
Navy Yard, work that includes analyzing new
technologies to improve building energy efficiency, reduce carbon emissions, and spur job
creation in the energy sector.
Judith Mondre has received numerous
honors for her work, including an EPA Partner
of the Year Award and the Golden Hammer
Award. She was named among the Best 50
Women in Business in Pennsylvania, received
the Green Energy Award from the environmental organization Penn Future, and was named
a Woman of Distinction by the Philadelphia
Business Journal.
“I love knowing that Mondre Energy is
truly making a difference,” Mondre says. “By
helping clients reduce their energy costs, we
are allowing them to focus more of their resources on their core missions.”
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